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Introduction

The proliferation of embedded devices has spurred the sales of microcontroller units (MCUs). 6.8 billion
MCUs shipped in 2004 [3] and the Semiconductor Industry Association predicts MCU sales to grow by 6.1%
from 2006 to 2009 [41]. This expectation for MCU sales growth exists in part because MCUs permit the
addition of software control to constrained embedded devices.
Power, size, features, and price all constrain MCU-based systems. This is especially true of wireless
system deployments in hard-to-retrieve locations. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) represent a burgeoning
research area of constrained MCU-based systems. A wireless sensor network consists of many nodes, called
motes, in a network. The components in a mote vary, but typically include one or more sensors, a radio
communications device, a MCU, and a battery power source. Development of WSN applications requires
carefully considering the system’s constraints:
• Power - Motes use some form of limited power source, most often batteries. Replacing the batteries
of a mote is impractical, if not impossible, after deployment. Motes carefully minimize power usage by
sleeping most of the time and only waking up to occasionally perform the necessary tasks. Decreasing
the amount of time the mote needs to be awake increases the life of the mote
• Size - Because motes will go into extreme environments, they must be small so they will fit. Existing
WSN deployment locations include on zebras [21], in wildlife preserves [26], on glaciers [28], next to
volcanoes [47], and surrounding urban spaces [42]. These remote locations require a small footprint,
which limits the number of peripheral devices available for a mote. Additional resources cannot simply
be strapped on to the main device
• Features - WSNs must handle a large number of activities which change from application to application. Most networks require some sort of routing, but some may also require security, dynamic
updating, data handling, or other features as well. Developers continually stretch constrained hardware
to execute new features without upgrading the hardware itself.
• Price - Prolific and remote deployments encourage the use of cheap motes. The WSN community
concedes that “disposable” motes may still be decades away for non-military applications, but that is
still a driving design goal. Even in the absence of disposable motes, large WSNs require cheap motes
in order to be practical.
These constraints are tightly interrelated. For example, the need for small motes prohibits using larger
batteries, and the need for cheap motes prevents using a state-of-the-art MCU with more features. These
constraints also push WSNs to use tiny MCUs. WSN developers must always remember these constraints
and react accordingly.
Current practice for dealing with these constraints is to design efficient systems, program conservatively,
and then manually tweak to make it fit. This process leaves much to be desired. Designing efficient systems
is difficult. The hardware on which the system will run often changes, warranting a change to the system.
Enforcing conservative programming is also difficult, especially since it is not always well defined. Anyone
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who has had the experience of manually tweaking programs to meet these constraints will concede it is both
difficult and error-prone. It is often the case that manual tweaking also makes code over-specialized and
difficult to maintain.
The effectiveness of this process may be greatly improved by using an optimizer powered by dataflow
analysis. Such an optimizer reduces the need of system designers and programmers to be clever because the
optimizer will be clever for them. In fact, an aggressive dataflow analysis actually discourages cleverness because such behavior often confuses the analysis! An automatic optimizer improves over manual optimization
because a more generic version of the code (pre-optimization) may be stored and maintained.
Problem A straightforward instantiation of traditional dataflow analysis techniques fails to provide adequate precision for aggressive optimization of interrupt-driven MCU systems. These systems contain features
which either must be dealt with because they hinder the analysis, or should be leveraged because they represent an untapped potential for information. The pivotal features in interrupt-driven MCU systems are the
interrupts and the microcontroller themselves.
An interrupt complicates the dataflow analysis for a given code segment because during the segment it
may fire at any time, it may fire repeatedly, or it may never fire at all. To avoid unnecessary degredation
of the results, an analysis must have a better coping strategy for multiple flows due to interrupts than
just modeling all possible interleavings of the flows. On the other hand, interrupts also provide useful
divisions between program elements. Some data and code may be only accessed inside a single interrupt,
inside multiple interrupts, or outside of any interrupt. Not capitalizing on the isolation of accesses due to
interrupts will unnecessarily reduce analysis precision.
Low-level systems programming on MCUs often involves inline assembly and directly accessing specific
parts of the MCU. For example, the status register may be directly read, shifted and masked in order
to determine the status of the interrupt bit. Naively and pessimistically analyzing all hardware accesses
degrades the analysis of systems code very quickly. Leveraging the information is crucial for the success of
the analysis.
Solution I am developing a framework to enable sound and accurate dataflow analysis for interrupt-driven
microcontroller programs. This framework adapts existing abstract interpretation ideas to system-level C
code. My framework integrates several synergistic analyses such as value-flow analysis, pointer analysis, and
callgraph construction. Contributions of my work include using pluggable abstract interpretation domains,
providing a novel model of interrupt-driven concurrency, allowing dataflow through volatile variables when
safe to do so, and tracking interrupt firing dependencies. When compared to a highly optimizing C compiler,
my framework improves traditional code optimizations such as conditional constant propagation, dead code
elimination, redundant synchronization elimination, and inessential-safety-check removal. It also enables
new transformations such as RAM compression, the sub-word packing of statically allocated global variables.
These transformations help microcontroller programs meet stringent resource requirements.
In Section 2 I present background material upon which I build my framework. Section 3 outlines my
research. Finally, I provide a plan for my work in Section 4.
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Background

In this section I review established principles, techniques, and tools upon which I build my research.

2.1

Abstract interpretation

Abstract interpretation [11] is a static analysis technique used to determine the behavior of a program.
During a dynamic execution of a program, the program will have a specific state at every moment. These
states are referred to as concrete states. For non-trivial programs the number of these concrete states is
practically infinite. This makes determining complete program behavior through exploring concrete states
impossible. Abstract interpretation replaces the concrete states with abstract states in order to make the
space manageable.
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Figure 1: Conditional constant propagation is an analysis combining the constant propagation lattice (left)
with the unreachable code elimination lattice (right)
An abstract state represents a set of concrete states and exists as a member of an abstract domain. An
abstract domain is a partially ordered set of abstract states. The abstract domain forms a lattice with
“unknown,” the set of all possible concrete values, being at the bottom (⊥) and “undefined,” the empty set,
being at the top (>). Figure 1 shows lattices for the constant propagation domain and unreachable code
elimination domain.
An abstract interpretation may be used inside a dataflow analysis. Dataflow analysis works by symbolically executing the program using abstract states in place of concrete states. The semantics of the program
are abstracted into transfer functions which operate on the abstract states. Transfer functions must soundly
overapproximate all possible concrete operations which could occur given abstract state inputs. When
control-flow revisits a program point, the incoming abstract states are merged together. Merging computes
the least upper bound (LUB) of both states in their abstract domain lattice. The LUB will contain all the
concrete states from both abstract states.
Aggressive and sound optimizers use fixed-point dataflow analysis. In this approach the analysis initializes
the abstract state at all program points optimistically (and unsoundly) except for the entry points to the
program. The analysis assigns pessimistic but precise as possible abstract states to the entry points. The
dataflow computation then iterates until reaching a fixed-point, allowing the abstract state to flow from the
entry points. This finds the greatest lower bound in the abstract domain lattice for each program point, or
the most precise abstraction for the domain.

2.2

Microcontroller Software

Software for MCUs is somewhat different from general-purpose application code. These characteristics are
largely programming-language independent, having more to do with requirements of the domain and properties of the platform. Below are some key features of microcontroller software; one represents a complication
that I am forced to handle and three are restrictions that I can exploit.
• Software is interrupt-driven. Interrupts are the only form of concurrency on many MCU-based
systems, where they serve as an efficient alternative to threads. Interrupt-driven software uses diverse
synchronization idioms, some based on disabling interrupts and others based on volatile variables and
developer knowledge of hardware-atomic memory operations. The implication for my work is that I
need to provide a sound dataflow analysis of global variables even in the presence of unstructured,
user-defined synchronization primitives.
• Software reuses code. Application components are pieced together from libraries. While these
libraries are highly tuned, some undesired code still will get imported. This means there is a potential
for optimization by getting rid of unused imported code and data from libraries. Another consequence
of software reuse is that it can prevent complex optimizations. Manual tweaking of the code may make
code reuse impractical or even impossible.
• Memory allocation is static. The only form of dynamic memory allocation on most MCU-based
systems is the call stack. When RAM is very constrained, heaps are unacceptably unpredictable (e.g.,
fragmentation is difficult to reason about and allocations may fail). The implication is that my pointer
analysis can be in terms of static memory objects and stack objects.
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• Memory mapped I/O. Areas of the MCU addressable space are set aside for I/O instead of memory.
Those assigned addresses then map to hardware registers. Memory mapped I/O avoids complexity
introduced by port mapped I/O. This makes the MCUs cheaper and faster. The MCU ISA does
not need to add additional instructions for dealing with I/O, and all memory addressing modes are
available for I/O.
Analyzing microcontroller software is an area of active research. Several industrial applications of abstract interpretation exist, including PAG [27] and ASTRÉE [4]. PAG uses domain-specific languages to
automatically generate a dataflow analysis, while ASTRÉE does not handle recursion but has been used to
analyze Airbus control code. In addition to general-purpose tools, abstract interpretation has been used to
determine the maximum run-time stack depth statically [5, 17, 37]. Several languages targeting microcontroller programs use static analysis for optimization. nesC [15] performs a limited dead code elimination
pass. Virgil [45] separates initialization time from run time in order to improve its static analyses. TinyGALS [6] enforces type safety of component connections through the use of a static analysis. Previous work
on dataflow analysis for concurrent software has focused on thread-based systems [14, 40]. My work on
dataflow analysis for interrupt-driven concurrent systems will be the first of its kind that I am aware of.

2.3

Platforms

My framework targets C programs for the mica2 and telosb wireless sensor network platforms. I use CIL to
parse and organize C programs written in TinyOS.
CIL [29] provides several useful features for static analysis. First, CIL tools reduce generic C into CIL’s
intermediate language. This intermediate language simplifies the constructs my analysis needs to handle.
Second, CIL provides a source code merger. This tool combines the code for a program from several files into
a single file, making whole-program analysis feasible. Third, CIL handles all of ANSI C and GNU C. Fourth,
CIL is mature and well supported. While it is an academic tool, it has been rigorously used and tested.
CIL’s maintainers welcome and quickly react to bug reports. Lastly, CIL provides several frameworks and
extensions for doing static analysis.
TinyOS [19] is a component-based operating system for wireless sensor network nodes. It uses a static
resource allocation model and is written in a C dialect, called nesC [15], that is translated into C. TinyOS
uses a specific interrupt-driven concurrency model. Most code runs in tasks which do not preempt one
another. Interrupts may preempt tasks and interrupts. Pieces of code with interrupts disabled form nonpreemptable atomic sections. Typically, TinyOS applications spend most of their time in some kind of sleep
mode in order to conserve energy.
The mica2 and telosb motes are popular TinyOS platforms. The mica2 mote uses an Atmel ATMega128L MCU, which runs at a top speed of 16 MHz. The name for this chip comes from its flash memory
size: 128 K. The flash memory is typically used as program memory and for applications it can be considered
as ROM. The ATMega128L has 4K of SRAM for data memory. On the other hand, the telosb mote uses
a Texas Instruments MSP430 MCU with 10 K of RAM. It has 48 K of flash for program memory and runs
at a top speed of 16 MHz. Both of these chips have severe resource constraints.

3

Research plan

My research will present several solutions to challenges impeding the adoption of dataflow analysis techniques
to MCU programs. I will present these solutions in terms of an analysis framework. My framework will
build on established abstract interpretation techniques but will also exhibit four novel contributions. These
contributions are pluggable abstract domains, dataflow precision increase for interrupt-driven code, triggering
information, and RAM compression.

3.1

Pluggable abstract domains

Motivation An abstract interpretation moves program computation from a concrete domain into an arbitrary abstract domain. Choosing an appropriate abstract domain is an important part of designing an
effective abstract interpretation. In general, analyzing in terms of faster abstract domains provides less
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Figure 2: An example lattice for the Figure 3: Figure 4: The two-bit Figure 5: The two-bit unvalue-set domain. The concrete do- The parity bitwise lattice
signed interval lattice
main in this example is limited to the lattice
integers from zero to three
precision while analyzing in terms of more precise domains results in slower analyses. The ideal domain
for an analysis runs as quickly as possible while still obtaining just enough information as required for the
verification or optimization.
One problem with comparing abstract domains in search of this ideal is that changing a domain often
means changing the analysis. This is tedious and it also changes cross-domain comparisons into cross-analysis
comparisons. However, most of the pieces of an abstract interpretation are independent of the domain. I
clarify and formulate the interface between the domain and the rest of my analysis.
The choice of an abstract domain is also complicated by the difficulty of judging precision. The effectiveness of using a particular abstract domain in the past does not necessarily correlate to the effectiveness
of using it in the future. How the analysis will be used and the make up of the program both factor into
future performance expectations for an abstract domain. I formulate an independent metric for judging the
precision of an abstract domain.
Proposed solution I define a pluggable abstract domain interface for my value-flow analysis. Providing
an implementation for this interface produces a pluggable abstract domain. Pluggable abstract domains
permit the same analysis to execute with different abstract domains. This keeps the rest of the analysis
constant and enables cross-domain comparison.
The majority of the pluggable abstract domain interface specifies transfer functions. Transfer functions
abstract program behavior into the appropriate abstract domain. Transfer functions must be defined for
most of C’s operators. Necessary definitions include the mathematical, logical, and bitwise operators, plus
casts. Transfer functions take one or more abstract domain values as inputs along with the type of the
operation (i.e. char, short, int). They return logical values for logical operators and abstract values for
other operators.
Besides transfer functions, the rest of the pluggable abstract domain interface specifies helper functions.
These include concretization (move from the abstract domain to the concrete domain), abstraction (move
from the concrete domain to the abstract domain), join (only keep values covered by both abstract values),
meet (keep all abstract values covered by either abstract value), widen (if abstract value represents too many
concrete values then move it to ⊥), and compare (are the abstract values the same). These helper functions
deal with control flow, debugging, and analysis issues.
The abstract domain interface consists of 42 functions. Thirteen are abstract interpretation helper
functions and 29 are transfer functions. Further development may adapt the interface in order to meet
unforeseen needs. For example, already included in those totals are backwards operations added after the
initial interface definition. The Ocaml module interface specifying the current abstract domain interface can
be found in Appendix A.
I use the pluggable abstract domain interface to implement five abstract domains: parity, constant, valueset, interval, and bitwise. The lattices for these domains are shown in figures 1 and 2-5. In the parity domain
a value is either >, ⊥, even or odd. The constant domain is well understood. In the value-set domain a
value is either ⊥ or a set of values. The interval domain uses intervals of the form [x, y] for values. In the
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Figure 6: cXprop, its internal structure, and its relationship with CIL and abstract domains
bitwise domain values are vectors of three valued bits: 0, 1, ⊥. For the bitwise and interval domains I use
many automatically generated transfer functions created by Regehr and Duongsaa [35].
I define a metric for inter-domain comparison of precision called information known. My framework
defines precision in terms of candidate elimination; the fewer values an abstract value represents, the more
precise the analysis. For example, if x holds the value-set 0, 42, 65 using the value-set domain and [0, 0]
using the interval domain, then the interval domain is more precise because the value-set abstract value
represents two additional values beyond 0. Information known quantifies precision in terms of the domain
representation and the bitwidth of the variable. This metric can be collected at each program point or for
the program as a whole.
Research contributions
• Isolating the abstract domain interface for value-flow analysis
• Describing precision in terms of the information known metric
Evaluation The pluggable abstract domain interface and the information known metric will be judged
by how much they help with choosing an abstract domain to use. The first step is to produce several
abstract domains. Qualitative feedback will be collected with regard to producing abstract domains using
the interface. Once the domains are created, I will collect information known statistics for each of the
domains on a collection of benchmarks. These benchmarks will come from SPEC 2000 [18], MiBench [16],
TinyOS [19], and TinyOS 2 [24]. I will evaluate the information known metric itself by also comparing the
CP and DCE results of each domain and seeing how the transformation results and the information known
metric relate.
Relation to previous work PAG [27] automatically generates a dataflow analyzer based on the user
defining the domain lattice, the transfer functions, a language-describing grammar, and a fixpoint solution
method. My framework keeps the language-describing grammar (CIL) and the fixpoint solution method both
constant while allowing flexibility in the domain lattice and transfer functions through the abstract domain
interface. The unique design point provided by my framework allows for better exploration and creation of
value-flow domains and greater specialization of of the analysis for C.
Dwyer et al. provide composable dataflow analysis pieces in a library [13]. This library provides interfaces
for composing transfer functions, lattices, flow graphs, and a fixpoint solver. This is a more abstract and
theoretical tool, whereas my framework pragmatically focuses on analyzing microcontroller software written
in C.
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The Bitwise compiler [43] inspired the development of my information bits evaluation metric. That work
compares static analysis results with dynamically gathered information. Work has been done for measuring
the precision of transfer functions [31], but this did not seem amenable to cross-domain comparisons.
Current status Usit Duongsaa’s masters thesis [12] compares his interval and bitwise transfer functions
using my pluggable abstract domain interface and information known precision metric. The results were also
presented in a conference paper [35].
My research prototype for my framework is called cXprop. The name stands for conditional X propagation, where X is the pluggable abstract domain. I published my initial work with cXprop in a couple of
different venues [8, 9]. A journal article capturing novel contributions of cXprop and current performance
numbers is forthcoming.

3.2

Dataflow with interrupts

Motivation Most real MCU code uses some form of concurrency and most concurrency on MCUs is
interrupt-driven. Dataflow in the presence of interrupt-driven concurrency becomes a first-order concern for
MCU program analysis. Fortunately, interrupt-driven concurrency typically uses simple locking mechanisms,
short interrupt handlers, and specific preemption behavior. I present a novel model of interrupt-driven
concurrency in order to increase precision for MCU code for global variables. Improving the precision of
global variables will also improve the precision of local variables which depend on them.
My framework will leverage features of the concurrency model used in TinyOS. Many embedded applications use this model, but TinyOS provides a clean implementation to examine. TinyOS calls code which
runs exclusively in tasks synchronous while code which may run in an interrupt is called asynchronous.
Synchronous code is atomic with respect to other synchronous code, while asynchronous code is only atomic
inside of atomic sections. Variables which are only accessed in synchronous code are unshared, meaning only
one flow of execution will access them at a time. Variables which may be accessed in asynchronous code
are shared, meaning more than one concurrent flow may access the variable at the same time. My novel
concurrency model will allow for the dataflow tracking of shared variables.
Proposed solution My proposed novel concurrency model leverages properties of atomic sections and
interrupts in conjunction with a race detector. Atomic sections, implemented by turning off interrupts, will
form a basic unit in my model. When the program enters an atomic section it will then exhibit sequential
behavior until it exits. Upon exit, my framework will simulate firing all the interrupts. This creates extra
flow edges which connect all the atomic sections. The framework will also simulate firing all interrupts at
the end of each interrupt in order to capture all possible interrupt firing orders. The model, with the atomic
section basic units and extra flow edges, is shown in Figure 7.
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My framework’s method for dealing with concurrency provides an adequate number of additional flow
edges to soundly approximate behavior of the system. The dataflow analysis simulates all possible interleavings of atomic sections. This is the most precise an analysis can do without additional information about
interrupt firing dependencies (see Section 3.3). Atomic sections may not be broken up by definition, which
means that global variables always protected by atomic sections will be soundly approximated under this
model. My framework will use a race detector in conjunction with the concurrency model to track dataflow
through global variables not always protected by atomic sections.
The race detector identifies racing variables which cannot be tracked under this model. A race is when
a variable may be written by one flow while simultaneously being accessed by another. This erratic flow
behavior forces my framework to conservatively assume racing global variables are ⊥ outside of atomic
sections. Global variables which are not protected by atomic sections and also not racing may still be
tracked in my concurrency model. These global variables will either only be accessed in one flow (essentially
sequential code), or never written in a concurrent situation (only written during atomic sections in main or
not at all). My concurrency model accurately captures both of these behaviors.
Research contributions
• Novel concurrency model
• Analyzing global variables in the presence of concurrency
Evaluation I will evaluate how my framework handles interrupts in terms of precision and speed while
not sacrificing soundness. I will execute my framework prototype on benchmarks with these features active
and inactive. When the features are inactive, the framework will use the next-best solution: failing to model
global variables.
Relation to previous work Previous work on dataflow analysis for concurrent software has focused
on thread-based systems [14, 40]. My framework is novel because it will address and leverage features of
interrupt-driven systems.
Current status I implemented the novel concurrency model early in the development of my prototype [8, 9]. It greatly increased analysis precision. I added race detection to cXprop as part of the work for
SafeTinyOS [34, 33, 7].

3.3

Sequencing information

Motivation Implicit dependencies make it difficult for an analysis to follow the control-flow. Determining
the control-flow successors of a given statement often requires only local knowledge to obtain adequate
precision. Local information is insufficient in other cases, such as with interrupts and task dispatches. These
cases require implicit non-local information because they depend on global structures, underlying hardware,
or environmental events. Without using this implicit information, the control-flow decision appears random
and the analysis sacrifices precision to conservatively overestimate the number of possible successors.
I propose that capturing these implicit dependencies in a static analysis will significantly add precision,
leading to better optimization and verification. These dependencies are common when analyzing interrupt
driven systems code for WSNs.
Proposed solution I will introduce trigger recognition into my framework and use triggering information
for tasks and interrupts to create a sequencing graph. The created sequencing graph will be supplemental
to the control-flow graph (CFG), increasing the overall precision of the analysis by removing false controlflow edges. The improvement will be measured by comparing optimizations on TinyOS 2 code using the
sequencing graph with those using traditional CFG generation.
A trigger represents an implicit control-flow dependency. The triggers of interest to my analysis are pieces
of code which exclusively cause a task or interrupt to run. Posting a task means the task is scheduled to
run and the task will not run unless it is posted. Turning on the timer eventually leads to timer interrupts
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Figure 8: Example of triggering. Timer interrupt remains “on” after firing, while ADC interrupt only fires
once per trigger.
and timer interrupts to not occur until the timer is activated. Activating the analogue to digital converter
(ADC) eventually results in a data ready interrupts, but the interrupt will not be sent by an inactive ADC.
Many triggers such as these exist, but are not obvious to an analysis from the code.
My analysis will make triggers explicit using system specific information or programmer annotations.
The scheduling of a task follows a certain language idiom in TinyOS: a call to the scheduler with the task
identifier as a parameter. My analysis will identify task triggers by searching for this idiom in the code. Some
interrupt triggers will be identified by additional modeling of the hardware. Certain bits of memory-mapped
hardware registers turn on certain features, identifying a trigger. Simple annotations will identify additional
triggers.
Scheduler information and interrupt priorities may be used to remove infeasible triggers. Since a particular
task may appear only once in the scheduling queue for TinyOS, when that task dispatches it does not remain
triggered. Similarly, if a low priority task or interrupt executes, none of the higher-priority tasks or interrupt
are triggered.
Figure 8 illustrates two interrupts and how my analysis will handle their triggers. The hardware timer
has been turned on prior to the start of the example, so the timer interrupt trigger is on. This means that it
can fire more than once per trigger, so even after the interrupt the trigger remains on. The ADC interrupt
trigger indicates the interrupt will fire, meaning after one execution it returns to an untriggered state, or off.
One behavior of triggers shown in Figure 8 is that they form a sequence of execution. The timer interrupt
is triggered, which then triggers the ADC interrupt. All of the possible trigger sequences for a program form
a sequencing graph. main, tasks, and interrupts form the nodes and triggering relationships form the edges.
Information from the sequencing graph will augment the computed CFG. For example, after an atomic
section an analysis must assume that all available interrupts can fire. The sequencing graph will eliminate
interrupt firings which have not been triggered and are therefore unavailable. The sequencing graph will
introduce non-local information about implicit control-flow dependencies. This information will then reduce
the set of potential control-flow successors, which will increase the precision of the analysis.
Research contributions
• Identify trigger relationships in MCU code. A trigger indicates an implicit control-flow dependency.
• Leverage scheduler information and interrupt priorities to eliminate infeasible active triggers
• Use triggering information to determine the sequencing of a program. Sequencing refers to chains of
triggers.
• Combine sequencing graph with the CFG to improve analysis precision
Evaluation I will evaluate the effect of sequencing by comparing the performance of my prototype with
and without sequencing information. I will use benchmarks from the TinyOS 2 [24] release applications. My
prototype should eliminate more dead code and propagate more constants when sequencing information is
used. I will also compare my prototype with sequencing information to gcc.
Relation to previous work Several projects have used ideas similar to triggers and sequencing, but in
different ways than I propose. Ramaprasad and Mueller [32] examine preemption points to increase the
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Figure 9: Data classifications. Logically impossible rows are not shown, such as unshared racing and local
device memory
precision of WCET analysis. The Ptolemy project [22] studies the analysis of concurrent embedded systems,
among other things as well. The tagged signal model [23], causality [50], and ordering [49] are all related
to triggers and sequencing. Li [25] presents a method for dynamic monitoring the sequencing relationships
between components. Some of the ideas from Task/Scheduler Logic (TSL) [39, 38, 36] are complimentary
to sequencing. Applying ideas from that work may improve the accuracy of the sequencing graph.
Current status I have already generated sequencing graphs for some TinyOS programs and have begun
working on the implementation for cXprop.

3.4

Volatile variables

Motivation The volatile type qualifier in C indicates that a data value may change in “ways not under
control of the implementation” [20]. In practice, developers use the volatile keyword in order to prevent
compiler optimizations which may break the program. A racing variable or memory-mapped register access
may be marked as volatile in order to prevent the compiler from caching accesses to the data. Volatile data
is left out of compiler optimizations by definition, so traditional dataflow analyses conservatively assume it
has ⊥ for an abstract value.
Volatile data forms central pieces of MCU programs. Developers mark access to hardware registers with
volatile. The hardware registers affect dataflow and even control-flow (see Section 3.3) in the program.
Shared global variables may be marked as volatile as a precaution in case they race. Not modeling volatile
data results in imprecision which permeates the analysis. My framework will leverage system-specific information in conjunction with my analysis to reduce this imprecision by allowing volatile variables to be
modeled.
My framework will divide data into classifications as shown in Figure 9. Each classification row has
certain properties which my framework will leverage in order to increase precision. The rows which do
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Prices are from http://digikey.com and other sources, for quantities of 100 or more.
not represent volatile data are either analyzed with traditional dataflow analysis, analyzed using ideas I
previously proposed, assumed to not occur, or not analyzed (always ⊥). For example, my novel concurrency
model enables the analyzing of global, shared RAM. Volatile data covers the remaining classifications which
my framework will analyze but which require additional work.
The behavior of volatile data is opaque at the level of the C source code, but introducing lower-level
details about the MCU allows for the analysis of these classifications. Although some hardware registers
must be viewed as truly volatile, some registers or even some bits of registers behave in analyzable ways.
For example, the interrupt bit of the status register can be modeled by looking for assembly instructions
which change it and direct changes to it through the address to which it is memory mapped. The interrupt
bit will not change except in those ways. My analysis will analyze volatile data by capturing this type of
system specific information. Internal abstract variables will keep track of analyzed register information.
My analysis’ race detector also helps when analyzing volatile data. Developers sometimes use the
volatile keyword to “protect” racing variables, and sometimes they do this to variables which do not
actually race. For these false-positives, the volatile keyword will be ignored. The race detector will also
be updated to seek for racing volatile hardware registers in order to prevent incorrect modeling.
Research contributions
• Using MCU specific information and race detection to allow dataflow through volatiles
Evaluation Modeling volatile data will increase the precision of my analysis, and I will verify this by
comparing the analysis with and without analyzing volatile data. Extra care will be taken to test the
applications after analysis and transformation with volatile information.
Relation to previous work Sound dataflow through volatile variables is novel.

Nobody has been crazy enough to

intentionally try it before.

Current status I tracked the volatile interrupt bit of the status register in order to produce my concurrency
model [9]. I have leveraged the race detector to enable dataflow through volatiles in order to enable better
RAM compression [10]. Specifically, the task queue in TinyOS could be compressed once dataflow occurred
through non-racing and non-hardware volatiles.

3.5

RAM compression

Motivation RAM usage is a first-order concern for developers of MCU software. Figure 10 shows the
comparison of RAM to ROM for some small MCUs. RAM is expensive in terms of price and is also expensive
in terms of energy use. These expenses normally keep available RAM at a minimal amount. I introduce a
novel RAM compression technique which will allow for cheaper ROM to replace the more expensive RAM.
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Proposed solution My framework enables a novel RAM compression transformation. My RAM compression technique reduces the bits used by a global variable based on how many different values the variable
must represent. The dataflow analysis in my framework computes a conservative estimate of the set of
representable values for each global variable. When the number of bits required to distinguish between
elements of the set is less than the number of elements allocated for the variable, savings will result from
RAM compression. For example, if a two-byte pointer can only ever point to four different objects then it
actually only needs two bits in order to distinguish between the four objects. This example results in a 14
bit savings of RAM. The possible pointer values are stored in ROM and the two bits are used to distinguish
between the pointer values. Compression and decompression functions convert the two bit values into their
address counterparts.
This RAM compression transformation represents a tradeoff of ROM or CPU cycles for more RAM. The
tables of values take up space in ROM and the compression and decompression functions take up CPU cycles.
These tradeoffs may be leveraged to decide when to apply RAM compression because RAM compression
occurs on a per global variable basis. Variables ready for compression may be ordered by increasing negative
effect per the amount of RAM saved. Gradually compressing variables along this ordering is like turning a
RAM compression knob. As the knob turns, my framework maximizes the RAM saved while minimizing the
penalty. I will explore orderings where the penalty of interest extra CPU cycles or spent ROM, but some
combination of these and/or other orderings are possible.
Research contributions
• Offline RAM compression transformation
• RAM compression knob for adjustment
Evaluation I will test RAM compression by comparing RAM compressed benchmarks to benchmarks
compiled with standard gcc. My benchmark suite will be a collection of applications for Atmel AVR 8-bit
microcontrollers. Benchmarks will come from KESO [44] compiled robot control programs, the Paparazzi
project [30], and TinyOS [19]. I will measure ROM and RAM usage in addition to measuring the duty cycle
of the TinyOS applications using Avrora [46]. The benchmarks should exhibit a significant decrease in RAM
usage when being compiled using RAM compression. Potential increases in CPU cycles or ROM should be
minimized using the RAM compression knob.
Relation to previous work Ananian and Rinard [1] use a static bitwidth analysis for the field packing of
Java objects. Virgil [45] uses a number of offline RAM optimizations including reachable member analysis,
reference compression, and moving constant data into ROM. RAM compression differs from these works in
a couple of ways. RAM compression targets whole MCU applications and not just benchmarks. It also uses
a very tight bit compression mechanism. Finally, RAM compression uses tradeoffs and optimizations to deal
with the realities of code running on MCUs.
CRAMES [48] and MEMMU [2] use standard compression techniques to achieve online compression for
embedded systems. My RAM compression technique is completely complimentary to these tools, since I use
an offline approach.
Current status I added the RAM compression transformation onto cXprop and called the resulting tool
CComp [10].

4

Plan of work

Semester
Fall 2004
Spring 2005

Milestone
Read papers, tutorials, summaries and lectures on static analysis, abstract interpretation and dataflow. Obtained working versions of TinyOS for future evaluations.
Learned OCaml by taking CS 7963. Investigated and learned about CIL. In particular,
evaluated CIL’s dataflow analysis capabilities and separated the good from the bad.
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Summer 2005

Fall 2005
Spring 2006

Summer 2006

Fall 2006

Spring 2007
Summer 2007
Fall 2007

Spring 2008

Summer 2008

5

Leveraged CIL to produce results for Usit Duongsaa’s thesis on automatically generated
transfer functions. Introduced pluggable abstract domains. Implemented the ideas
described in Section 3.1.
Continued to develop and enhance cXprop. Implemented concurrency models. Performed some of the work described in Section 3.2.
Improved cXprop as a whole program optimizer. Implemented backwards transfer functions and introduced a stronger alias analysis. Wrote a peephole optimization cleaner
and got an inliner.
Continued to improve cXprop as a whole-program optimizer. Added a race detector.
Began to investigate triggering and ordering. Found useful applications for cXprop as
a whole-program optimizer. Investigated ideas described in Section 3.3 and worked on
ideas from Section 3.2.
Implemented RAM compression transformation as outlined in Section 3.5. Made necessary improvements and additions to cXprop, including modeling volatile variables,
adding a struct splitter, implementing collapsed arrays. These improvements are described in 3.4, 3.2, and 3.5.
Additional improvements to cXprop as a whole-program optimizer. Integrated callgraph
creation as part of the analysis.
Write dissertation proposal. Take written qualifier.
Dissertation proposal. Start writing dissertation. Do initial work for triggers and
sequencing described in Section 3.3. Expand the modeling of volatile variables described
in Section 3.4
Implement trigger recognition. Create sequencing and ordering analyses using information from triggers. Evaluate effectiveness of the technique on benchmarks. This work
is described in Section 3.3. Continue working on dissertation.
Finish generating dissertation. Dissertation defense. Edit dissertation. Submit
completed dissertation.

Summary

I have begun work on cXprop, a prototype implementation of the dataflow framework described in this
proposal. cXprop generalizes and extends conditional constant propagation into conditional X propagation.
It targets low-level interrupt-driven MCU code. In addition to incorporating traditional dataflow analysis
techniques, my framework has introduced and will continue to introduce several novel ideas. My framework
already provides pluggable abstract domains, a novel model for interrupt driven concurrency, ways for dealing
with context insensitivity, aggressive dataflow through volatile variables, and a new RAM compression
transformation. Support for sequencing is currently under development.
On benchmarks cXprop has been shown at this point to reduce code size by 20% and data size by 10%.
My new RAM compression transformation may leverage dataflow information for an addition 12% in data
size savings, making total RAM savings currently at 22%. cXprop is open-source software and may be
downloaded from http://www.cs.utah.edu/∼coop/research/cxprop.
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A

Value-flow abstract domain interface

(*****************************************************************************
* A generic signature for abstract data and operations
*****************************************************************************)
(* NOTE: We adopt the convention from the dataflow literature where
top is the initial optimistic machine state while bottom is where
we know nothing. I.e. conc(top) is the empty set and conc(bottom)
is universal set of values. *)
open DomainUtils
(* abstract data value *)
type t
(* the bottom of the lattice *)
val bottom : t
(* lifts a cil expression into the abstract domain *)
val conc_to_abs : Cil.exp -> t
(* concretize an abstract value if the size of the concretization set is 1 *)
val abs_to_conc : t -> Cil.typ -> Cil.exp
val abs_to_triBool : t -> triBool
(* domain throws this when the framework calls abs_to_conc on an abstract
value whose concretization set has cardinality != 1 *)
exception Not_a_singleton
(* domain throws this when a function is called that isn’t yet implemented *)
exception Not_implemented
(* domain throws this when CIL does something that the domain believes
to be nonsensical, such as calling a transfer function with
arguments that are two different types *)
exception Cil_inconsistent
(* we are not sure what happened but something is very wrong *)
exception Bug
(* For some reason, the abstract domain ended up with Top (probably join) *)
exception Top
(* join: return most-general abstract value that is greater than both args *)
val join : t -> t -> t
(* we require abstract values to be ordered to we can make efficient sets of them *)
val compare : t -> t -> int
(* meet: return most-precise abstract value that is less than both arguments *)
val meet : t -> t -> t
(* accelerate termination by moving a value towards bottom *)
val widen : t -> t
(* create a C expression that can be used to dynamically test for sound abstraction *)
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val cil_assertion : Cil.lval -> t -> Cil.exp
(* pretty-print abstract value *)
val to_string : t -> string
(* returns true if this type is not handled by the domain, false otherwise *)
val bad_type : Cil.typ -> bool
(* Useful for getting statistics on a domain *)
val info_bits_known : t -> int -> float
(* Useful for getting statistics on a domain *)
val bits_used : t -> int -> bool -> int
(* Used for bit compression. *)
val bit_compression : t -> Cil.exp list
(* UnOps *********************************************************************)
val cast : t -> Cil.typ -> Cil.typ -> t
(* unary minus *)
val neg : t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* bitwise complement (~) *)
val bnot : t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* logical not (!) *)
val lnot : t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* BinOps ********************************************************************)
(* arithmetic + *)
val plusa : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* arithmetic -*)
val minusa : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* * *)
val mult : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* / *)
val div : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* % *)
val amod : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* shift left *)
val shiftlt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* shift right *)
val shiftrt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* bitwise and *)
val band : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* exclusive-or *)
val bxor : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
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(* inclusive-or *)
val bor : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> t
(* Comparisons ***************************************************************)
(* < *)
val lt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* > *)
val gt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* <= *)
val le : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* > *)
val ge : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* == *)
val eq : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* != *)
val ne : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* logical and. Unlike other expressions this one does not always
evaluate both operands. If you want to use these, you must set
Cil.useLogicalOperators. *)
val aland : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(* logical or. Unlike other expressions this one does not always
evaluate both operands. If you want to use these, you must set
Cil.useLogicalOperators. *)
val alor : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> triBool
(*****************************************************************************)
(* looks at Cil.exp that evaluates to bool, then gets as much
information as possible from it based on this domain *)
(* the (Cil.exp -> t) function is useful because the abs domain
doesn’t have anyway of evaluating an expression based on a state *)
(* < *)
val backwards_lt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
(* > *)
val backwards_gt : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
(* <= *)
val backwards_le : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
(* > *)
val backwards_ge : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
(* == *)
val backwards_eq : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
(* != *)
val backwards_ne : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
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(* != *)
val backwards_mod : t -> t -> Cil.typ -> (Cil.exp -> t) -> (triBool * (t * t) * (t * t))
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